Spikers' Personality Aids Them in 30-5 Season

by Michael Carney

In the Friday night win over Canisius, SUNY Albany Spikers' reputation for strong personalities and high intensity continued. 'We are built on our personalities and intensity,' Coach Dwyer said. 'It's a combination of game strategy and the intensity the girls bring to the court,' Dwyer continued.

The Spikers' personalities are a key factor in their success. "They are strong and aggressive," Dwyer said. "We base our game on intensity and we don't give up." The Spikers' intensity and personalities have carried them to their highest ranking in the nation, the top three.

The Spikers' personalities also contributed to their success in the last three games. "The personalities on the court are a very intense team," evaluated Coach Dwyer. "They blend very nicely. We all have personalities." The personalities and intensity of the Spikers are a significant reason for their success.

Election officials indicate that if the bond issue is approved overall in each one. According to The Associated Press, "The military never gives any description of the number or type of troops involved." The U.S. military has been sending troops to the region to support the Israeli forces.

Saudi officials called the incident an attack on their airspace. The incident was described by the Saudi Arabian government as a violation of their territorial integrity.
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Prison Bond Issue in Doubt as Votes Still Roll In

by Joe DiGirolomo

The SUNY Board of Trustees passed a new SUNY budget on Tuesday. The budget is expected to be approved by the SUNY Board of Trustees.
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World Capsules

Brody Back in Action
WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) President Jimmy CarterSunday returned to active life in the White House. Carter, who has been in the hospital since Oct. 30, said he is feeling well and plans to resume his duties.

No Changes in New Policy
WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) A newly released Reagan administration memo says the president's new policy on the press is intended to ensure openness and accountability.

Agreement to Be Signed
WARSZAWA, Poland (AP) A major agreement on the Polish economy was reached today, setting the stage for further economic reforms.

Congress Resists Bombers
WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) The House of Representatives voted today to reject the administration's plan to increase defense spending.

No Solutions for Acid Rain
CANTON, N.Y. (AP) A study of acid rain in the upper Midwest found no solutions to the problem.

Soviets Pressure Khadafy
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. (AP) The Soviet Union has increased its pressure on Libyan leader Col. Muammar Khadafy to withdraw from the Mediterranean area.

Conditions In Guatemala Are Detested
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) About 200 pages of testimony has been released on conditions in Guatemala.

Campus Briefs

You Oughta be in Pictures

Oh, Christmas Tree...

Late Night Bus Reliability Contest

Who Are You?

ATTENTION - IMPORTANT
MEETING FOR THE CLASS OF 1985
Nov. 15th 7:00
In Campus Center Assembly Room
ALL ARE WELCOME

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY
DISCOUNT BOOKS
NEW BOOKS AT DAZZLING PRICES
20% ADDITIONAL DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD
UNTIL NOV. 15
510 STATE STREET, SCHENECTADY
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Albany Student Press
Page Three
What are you doing Friday the 13th of November?

Come to an
SA OPEN HOUSE
CC116 (right by Moneymatic) from 4 till 6

Come in and meet new people and get involved.
Ask about Student Association (SA) Wine, cheese and beer will be served ALL WELCOME!!!

High Priestess of Prep Speaks on Her Subject

Theai Roberts, author of "The Official Prep Handbook," flew into town Wednesday to promote her new book. The handbook, which has sold over 1,000,000 copies, is in its 22nd printing and has sold a phenomenal 1,193,000 copies since its 1978 release.

"Preppies have always been a symbol of personal caution. When students want me to see their clothes, they show me their Preppy pants. When they want to be preppy, they wear Top Drawer regalia, and when they want to play it safe, they wear beer."

Birnbach is not without her own "technicolor yawning" — throwing up at the book because Roberts, a preppy with a preppy concept. Roberts, a prep school janitor, has been touring colleges ever since.

"I'm worried that they aren't getting enough out of their education. These kids are playing it safe, but preppy isn't in-"
The Rocky Road From Disc To Reel

Leslie Goodwin

The Room, a bar renowned for its themed parties, offers a disc-to-reel event on Tuesday nights. Beginning at 10 p.m., the night transitions from modern electronic music to classic vinyl records. As the venue's DJ plays selections from the 70s, 80s, and 90s, patrons enjoy a nostalgic atmosphere. This event is a unique opportunity to experience music through an auditory journey spanning decades.
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Have an effect on your community

Tonight 7:30 pm CC 361

with special guest David Sancious

at PAGE HALL

Saturday, December 5 8 p.m.

Tickets on sale now at the SUNY RECORD CO-OP

and JUST-A-SONG

$6.00 with tax card $8.00 without tax card

ZODIAC NEWS

chill dog

Rock and Roll

DANCE PARTY RAFTERS

TUNE IN TO GET IN
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Government Not Open

Is Democracy Doomed?

Having read the article, "The Story of the American Politician," I began to question the true nature of our political system. Our system, as described by the author, seems to be based on the manipulation of the people through the use of propaganda and the manipulation of the media. I began to wonder if this system is really open to the people or if it is just a facade.

It seems that our political leaders are more concerned with gaining and retaining power than with serving the people. They are more interested in controlling the media and the people so that they can control the outcomes of elections. The people are not truly represented in this system, and it seems that the only thing that matters is who can control the media and the people.

I believe that our political system is in need of a complete overhaul. We need to create a system that truly represents the people and that is open to their participation. The people should have a say in the decisions that are made on their behalf, and they should be able to hold their leaders accountable for their actions.

I believe that we need to move away from a system based on propaganda and manipulation and toward one based on truth and honesty. Only then can we hope to create a system that truly represents the people and that is open to their participation.
THE CLASS OF 1983 PRESENTS:
A NIGHT AT THE RAFTERS
Featuring A FREE BUFFET
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD ON DINNER LINES WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY.
Prices: Class of '83 : $4.00
All Others : $4.50
BUSES LEAVE THE CIRCLE AT 8:00 SHARP AND RETURN AT 2:00 AM.
Friday, November 13th
FOR MORE INFO: CALL JENNIFER 7-5030 or ROB 7-7757

ATTENTION INTRAMURAL ATHLETES:
All participants in Any AMIA, WIRA or Downtown Program are Eligible. See the Intramural Board Across From the CC InfoDesk.

Two Fingers. Tonight.

Go Adirondack Trailways

Hitch your next ride with us!
Fuerza Latina Presents:
An informal rap session.

PLACE: Education Building Room 335
Fuerza Latina Presents:
DATE: November 12, 1981

An informal rap session.
For Dorm Parties or Any
Organization

Full or part-time.
Programs offered in a wide
range of academic areas.

DECIDING ON YOUR CAREER?
If you have an inquiring mind, if you like to work with facts and figures— if you like to solve problems, make decisions, the INFORMATION PROFESSION could be for you!

A Master of Science from the SCHOOL OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE, Drexl University, will provide the skills needed to enter the fast-growing information field.

COLLEGE GRADUATES FROM ALL DISCIPLINES—Librarians, Scientists, Engineers, and many others—can combine the acquisition of library skills with the specialized training required for their professional fields.

J O B S FOR QUALIFIED PERSONS ARE AVAILABLE IN BUSINESSES AND INSTITUTIONS WHO ARE SEEKING PROFESSIONALS TO DISSEMINATE THE TERRIBLE VOLUME OF INFORMATION AVAILABLE TODAY.

For more information, write:

DREXEL UNIVERSITY
School of Library & Information Science
Parkway East
Philadelphia, PA 19104

or call (215) 895-2478.

Please see information about the DrexFlex Study Program in a separate ad.

OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS:
Do we have your correct
address? If not, you need to
file a change of address form with the
Off-Campus Housing Office
OC 140

Fuerza Latina Presents:
An informal rap session.
TOPIC: Do Puerto Ricans have an
‘Identity Crisis’?
PLACE: Education Building Room 335
DATE: November 12, 1981
TIME: 7:30pm

*Refreshments and Donuts
will be served.
All are welcome!

456-6696
**Spikers Plug Towards N.Y. State Tournament**

**The Deadline for Submissions to TANGENT**

**is November 13 (Friday)**

Poetry • Fiction • Artwork
and other contributions should be left in the Tangent Mailbox in the SA Offices
In the Campus Center (GC 116)
Don't forget our Poetry Contest (same deadline)
Questions call Steve at 438-0866

---

**Kidface,**

Pink ad lady's down in DC,

Couldn't put this in for me,

So I spoke to Bruce,

Whom I could induce,

To put this in for ye.

**Love, Mike and Baker**

---

**To The Old Generation - All The Best to The Best 8/8/82 - The Younger Brother**

---

**JSC HILLEN**

**SHARON**

**7:30 p.m.**

**STRASSFELD**

**author of THE JEWISH CATALOG**

"Speaking on Women in Judaism"

**Your ticket here please**

**New Year's Eve Ball**

**DESERT CLOUD UNDER THE SUN**

**The Other Way**

**Come Meet A "10" on Dutch Gain!!**

**CAME TO THE DURHAM**

**THE VILLAGE STYLISTS**

**The Energy Film Project**

3 films

---

**Come to the Dutch Quad U-Lounge Party, Sat. Nov. 14**

**9:30 till?**

**LOTS OF PUNCH BOMBER, SODA A D MUNCHES AND A "10 CENT"**

**GUARANTEED A GOOD TIME FOR ALL**

---

**Spikers Plug Towards N.Y. State Tournament**

**The Younger Brother**

**Here are the requirements and responsibilities that must be met:**

- **Albany Student Nominations for The Younger Brother**
- **Don't call me chief**
- **So I spoke to Bruce**
- **To put this in for ye.**
- **Pink ad lady's down in DC,**
- **Whom I could induce,**
- **To put this in for ye.**
- **Love, Mike and Baker**

---

**To The Old Generation - All The Best to The Best 8/8/82 - The Younger Brother**

---

**THE VILLAGE STYLISTS**

---

**The Energy Film Project**

3 films

---

**THE OTHER WAY**

---

**THE VILLAGE STYLISTS**

---

**The Energy Film Project**

3 films

---

**THE OTHER WAY**

---

**THE VILLAGE STYLISTS**

---

**The Energy Film Project**

3 films
Women Swimmers Third in Great Dane Relays

At Stewart Field

In a move against weather conditions and the demanding schedule, the Danes swimmers pulled out a third place finish at the second annual Great Dane Relays on October 11.

The Danes had a second, two thirds, and three fourth place finishes in six events. Albany finished first and St. Lawrence second.

The Danes' best effort came from the women's 400 Free Relay which clocked in at 4:13:34.

Shuttle's Trip Might Be Cut

In a move against the domining of weather conditions, NASA announced that the shuttle's upcoming mission might be cut.

The Danes swimmers pulled out a third place finish at the second annual Great Dane Relays on October 11.

The Danes' best effort came from the women's 400 Free Relay which clocked in at 4:13:34.

SA Elections Are Invalidated by Court

By Judith Eisinger

Class of '85 Council elections as well as SA Representative and SA Senate elections were invalidated by the New York State Supreme Court.

The court ruled that the elections were invalid due to technicalities.

Revised Lobbying Act Pending Gov.'s Approval

By Judith Eisinger

Governor Mario Cuomo has called for the passage of a revised Lobbying Act.

The act would require lobbyists to register with the state and disclose their clients.

The act is expected to pass with Governor Cuomo's approval.